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GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS 

 

 

PREMISE 

 

Our General Sales conditions govern all the supply relationships between Motori 

Bonora and its Customers and they are available also on the company web site 

under the section “DOCUMENTS”. 

 

 

1. CONTRACTUAL FORM  

 

Orders submitted for the purchase of our Company's Products entail the automatic 

and unconditional acceptance of these General Sales Conditions. Exceptions to these 

will only be effective if agreed in writing by the parties and limited to the sales to 

which they relate. 

 

Each received order will be followed by an order confirmation regularly issued by 

Motori Bonora; sales conditions indicated in the order confirmation are prevalent on 

the present General Sales Conditions. 

The contract between the parties is meant as stipulated only after the occurred 

issued order confirmation.  

The customer is required to verify the order confirmation and to give written notice 

in case of complaint. Any modification or cancellation of the order can be defined 

and confirmed only by Motori Bonora after evaluation of the production progress. 

 

 

2. PRICES 

 

Unless other written agreements between Motori Bonora and the Customer, the 

price shall always be considered for supplies delivered ex works (Incoterms 2010), 

VAT excluded. Any other expense shall be considered at Customer’s charge.  

Independent on the current price list in force, prices indicated on offers / order 

confirmations are the valid ones. 
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3. PAYMENTS 

 

Payments shall always be made respecting the expiry terms foreseen by the contract 

(offer / order confirmation). 

Good remains property of Motori Bonora until complete fulfilment of payment 

obligations. 

In case of delayed payment within the agreed expiry date, Motori Bonora reserves 

the right to charge the Customer with legal default interests foreseen in case of late 

payment in commercial transactions, ruled by D.Lgs. 231/2002. In case of failed or 

delayed payment, Motori Bonora shall suspend production and supply or cancel 

orders and the Customer shall not have anything to claim. Even in case of eventual 

complaint on supplied materials or in case of delayed delivery or incomplete 

supplies, the Customer shall however respect the defined contractual conditions.  

 

 

4. SHIPMENT AND TRANSPORT 

  

Shipment is always made ex Works, at Customer’s charge and risks; in case an  

alternative delivery (DDU-DDP or other term) is agreed, Motori Bonora will choose 

the carrier or freight forwarder considered appropriate. In the event of damage, loss 

or delay due to the shipment, Motori Bonora will in no way be liable: the Customer 

shall, at the time of receipt of the goods and within 8 days from the shipment date, 

carry out a complete check of the packaging  and of the goods to exclude the 

presence of “hidden damages”; in case of obvious signs of damage he shall accept 

the goods "under Reserve" clearly indicating that a claim for compensation to the 

carrier or freight forwarder is possible as responsible for the transport. The goods 

are supplied with standard packaging included, except in the case of specially agreed 

packages.   

 

5. DELIVERY TERMS AND MATERIALS’ SHIPMENT 

 

Motori Bonora undertakes to comply with the terms of delivery agreed, as indicated 

in the order confirmation. The delivery terms are indicative and are not essential 

terms within the meaning of art. 1457 of C.C. And, in any case, do not include 

shipping times. 
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Motori Bonora will not be held liable for delays or non-delivery due to 

circumstances beyond their control, such as but not only: 

(a) Requests for modifications and implementations of orders by the Buyer; 

(b) Inadequate technical data or Buyer's inaccuracies or delays in the 

transmission of information or data necessary for the shipment of the products; 

c) Delayed supplies of raw materials; 

d) Issues related to production or order planning; 

(e) Other facts that prevent or delay the production and / or processing are 

conventionally considered as cause of force majeure and Motori Bonora can not 

be held liable for the delay in delivery. In the aforementioned cases, Motori 

Bonora may delay delivery as long as the causes of the delay last.  

 

In these cases, the Customer is not entitled to claim any kind of penalty or 

compensation. Any penalties for delay must be expressly stated in the dedicated 

contracts and expressly accepted by Motori Bonora. Motori Bonora will in no way be 

liable for direct or indirect damages caused by deliveries of materials subsequent to 

the previously agreed delivery date.  

 

 

6. TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS 

 

The Customer is aware of the safety rules relating to the use of products purchased 

by Motori Bonora. These products comply with IEC standards and / or specific 

technical standards in the industry and / or the current EU Directives. The 

dimensions, specifications and weights of the products correspond essentially to the 

technical characteristics indicated in the documents. 

The service instructions can be downloaded from the website 

www.motoribonora.com , under the section "Documents". 

Motori Bonora reserves the right to modify or update its products at any time 

without obligation to provide information. 

 

7. WARRANTY – COMPLAINTS 
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Motori Bonora guarantees sold products for a period of one year (1) from the date 

of delivery (validity is given by the delivery date on the shipping document) in ex-

works form only. To date back to the supply date of the products you must provide 

the data indicated on the motor nameplate (OP number and serial number); If the 

nameplate is removed from the Customer and such references are not available and 

delivery date cannot be traced back, the warranty is to be considered lapsed. 

The warranty covers only the repair and / or replacement of the defective or 

malfunctioning part, once the defect or faulty workmanship have been verified. It is 

expressly excluded from any warranty, as well as any indemnity and / or 

compensation for further defects and / or damages, direct or indirect, of any kind 

and sort, including third parties and / or other machines, such as but not only, those 

arising from a different use than the intended one of the good or for lack of use for 

extended periods of time, commissioning and incorrect installation / removal / 

maintenance or non-compliance with the instructions for use, normal wear and tear, 

modifications or corrections by subjects different from Motori Bonora, subjected to 

electromagnetic, electrochemical, chemical, electrical, high temperatures, repairs by 

unauthorized personnel and / or others than Motori Bonora, failure to carry out 

maintenance operations required in the operating and maintenance manual. 

Any reimbursement for shipping charges is excluded before and after the execution 

of the warranty transaction and any additional costs incurred. Verification of the 

compatibility of applications, mechanical joints and electrical connections with the 

features of the Motori Bonora’s products is of exclusive responsibility and Customer 

care. Motori Bonora is not responsible for any direct or indirect consequence of 

such applications, joints, electrical connections or technical specifications required 

by the Customer. The warranty for replaced or modified parts lasts until the original 

product warranty expires. It is forbidden to sell third party rights to warranties. 

 

8. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

 

The parties do not grant each other the right to use their trademarks, trade names 

or other naming in any type of publication, including promotional ones, without the 

prior written consent of the other party. The Customer also undertakes not to use 

the documentation received beyond the terms of the contract, nor to disclose it to 
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third parties, reproduce it or license it without written permission from Motori 

Bonora.  

Unless otherwise agreed in writing, when the contract involves Motori Bonora to 

work out the design, the drawing or the characteristics of the Product, on the basis 

of the more or less detailed indications provided by the Purchaser, any industrial 

information produced in this context by Motori Bonora shall be exclusive ownership 

of Motori Bonora itself, who will own all the rights of economic use, even in the case 

of inventions or patents or intellectual works protected by the rules of industrial and 

intellectual property. It is understood that the Purchaser shall not be entitled in any 

way to use the drawings, models or other industrial and intellectual property rights 

owned by Motori Bonora to realize, directly or indirectly, products based on such 

designs, models or other industrial or intellectual property rights, outside the scope 

of the contract governed by these general conditions. 

 

9. ETHICAL CODE 

 

Bonora Motors has Customer satisfaction among its primary goals and intends to 

establish and maintain business relationships that offer maximum guarantees in 

terms of fairness and ethics. 

In order to strengthen these principles, the Company has issued a code of ethics 

available at: http://www.motoribonora.com/documentipubblici/codiceetico.pdf 

We invite you to examine the content. 

 

10. COMPETENT FORUM AND APPLICABLE LAW 

 

The contract between Motori Bonora and the Customer (even if Foreign Customer) 

is governed by Italian law. Any dispute concerning the validity, interpretation, 

execution, termination of the contract will be of exclusive competence of the forum 

in Ferrara. For all matters not expressly governed by these conditions, the provisions 

of the Civil Code shall be applied. 


